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Everyone who has young children knows just how easily they canget hurt. This invaluable
guidebook for parents, grandparents,nannies, teachers, day care suppliers, and babysitters gets
the informationto prevent an incredible number of early childhood injuries. Thousands more are
poisoned bycommon household substances. In total, a lot more than 25 million childrenare injured
each year, and a lot more than 3,000 children beneath the age group of sixsuccumb with their
injuries. Why is these incidents even more tragicis that they can be prevented;Written by Tag
Brandenburg, M. Baby Safe and sound provides valuable informationthat teaches you how to
develop a safe environment for very young children.D.baby safe. It can help yourecognize the
hazards to young children and provide concrete ways ofpreventing specific injuries.Baby Safe is the
most satisfactory, organized, and reader-friendly baby safetybook ever written for the general
public. It addresses probably the most pressingsafety problems from birth to age group six, issues
that change significantly as yourbaby evolves and grows. Each year, for example, around 9,000
infants sufferinjuries linked to their high seats.” Mark Brandenburg,with his years of medical and
analysis experience, shows how to maintain yourenvironment “, a practicing crisis physicianand child
protection consultant, Baby Safe is a practical parenting book thatwill assist you to keep very
young children out of problems. Dr.
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Grdcvddx good book I highly recommending it this’s awesome so excellent I love this’s so goooood
I must say i enjoy it! Love Not your everyday book about kid safety! Dr.Initially, it may seem that
"Child Safe and sound" is just another book about child safety hazards. But you'll be pleasantly
surprised. From the moment you begin reading, you'll discover the wonderful present that Dr. I hear
therefore many stories about how a child was left only for a brief period and sustained some form
of injury."Child Safe and sound" is filled with facts and safety information that's categorized into easy-
to-read sections. THE WRITER states important facts such as for example how preventable many
injuries are, and proceeds to fine detail how these injuries can be prevented. Also included can be a
listing of Child Safety Resources.I particularly enjoyed the many personal comments and opinions
created by Dr. His composing style is usually that of a good friend - immediate, friendly, and easy-
to-understand. Brandenburg through the entire reserve, which he supports along with his
experiences as an emergency room doctor.My ParenTime highly recommends "Child Safe and
sound" to parents and anyone worried about children. It's not only well-written and easy-to-read,
you'll find it a wonderful guide that'll be referred to often. BabyLounge. Dr.Part We of the book is
nonage Related Injuries where you will learn about the various dangers that are present in everyday
lifestyle, and what that you can do to prevent your child from getting injured. Everything from the
safest automobiles to preventing home fires is protected.Component II is Age-Related Accidental
injuries, where in fact the chapters are conveniently divided into: Infants (0-12 Months), Toddlers and
Preschoolers (1-5 Years), and School-Age Children (6-13 Years). This section gives specific info on
the types of hazards that are relevant for every of the aforementioned age ranges. I buy into the
Author that a child must be supervised at all times due to the convenience with which kids sustain
accidents from unsuspecting circumstances.You may be surprised to learn just how many potential
risks are lurking in your own home, car, garage, playground, etc. Did you know at least one child
drowns in a bucket of water every week? Or that swallowing home furniture polish can be deadly?
The most difficult cases to deal with are those in which a kid has been significantly injured or killed
because of something that might have been avoided.Kid Safe is an excellent book and a great
guideline for all parents, grandparents, and day-care companies. I highly recommend it! I have
investigated misuse and neglect allegations regarding children for pretty much ten years. I have both
child protection books and movies in my store. I was anxious to read the brand new book "Child
Safe" because it is created by an emergency physician and because I am a member of the Safe
Kids Coalition in Tulsa. I feel it's important that I become up to date with the latest information on
child safety in order that I can be considered a reference to my customers along with providing
quality items. I also acquired to make the decision as to whether I needed to sell this reserve in my
store. I'd be happy to talk with anyone about this reserve and its own relevance to contemporary
protection issues that are vital that you all parents. I am grateful to him for writing this publication.
You'll learn about the numerous safety hazards which exist for your children, as well as find a set of
item recalls. Brandenburg presents to people the opportunity to reflect and enhance the way we
care for children. Tag Brandenburg has shared - a gift of simple, yet effective preventive measures
it is possible to try help protect your kids. The author highlights the most typical techniques infants,
toddlers, and preschoolers obtain hurt, and what you can do to prevent these injuries. Another
important issue that is discussed in the book is gun security. Brandenburg's book is crucial READ
for not only parents, but for anyone who works closely with kids including daycare personnel,
teachers, social employees, etc. Another area covered in the book is child abuse. Parents must be
educated and prepared to react to situations that point to the very serious problem. General, I feel
this book is excellent and should maintain every home in which a child lives or would go to. Many
children sustain injuries which are the result of abuse or neglect. Essential reading for all parents



who want a safe world for their children. I specifically like Child Safe due to the an easy task to
follow format based on the stages of child growth. Excellent Work!com offers 5 pacifiers to Kid Safe
If you're worried about Child Basic safety (as you ought to be), but you're not exactly sure
preventing your child from getting injured, then you've come to the right place. Brandenburg identifies
in his book many potential hazards to the health and safety of children. It has convenient cross
references to different types of injuries linked to specific age groups. Basic safety from A to Z I own
a Safety products store in Tulsa and I am constantly looking for information and products on safety
for your family, with an focus on child safety. There have been many cases in which I attained a
hospital or house to discuss with a child's parent(s) or caretaker the reason of serious injuries or
death with their child. The reserve is just as important in a house as a fire extinguisher or smoke
alarm. Other cases, however, are the result of a major accident which could have been prevented
acquired the parent/caretaker been aware of a potential hazard to the kid. The glad tidings are that
this book will assist you to eliminate most of the risks and make it not as likely that your kid will get
harm. Dr. I was pleased that the Author emphasized the significance of parental supervision. With
regards to keeping children safe and sound, there is no limit to the quantity of information that
parents can receive. This problem is getting so much interest in the press that every parent, if they
very own a gun or not really, must be aware of the dangers that exist from guns and teach their
children to be aware of the hazards that guns present.
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